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to angles of

58°
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Dycem non-slip products are non-sticky but

grip on both sides to prevent movement. 

they are ideal for improving grip, providing

support, stability, visual cues and confidence

during everyday activities and exercize.

dycem non-slip:

4 Multi-purpose - grips, holds & opens

4 long lasting - easy to clean

4 non-toxic and latex free

4 Built-in antimicrobial - silver

4 the professional’s choice

4 award winning

4 simple to use

Welcome to the
world of dycem
non-slip

Dycem is such a simple

product, but when you

begin to list all the uses,

you realize what a vital

piece of equipment it is.

it has a positive impact not only in the home,

but also at work, and during leisure pursuits.

Within these settings every individual will use it

differently to help reduce pain, protect joints,

locate items or increase independence.  

the versatility of the Dycem products means

they are an essential piece of ‘kit’ for the young,

old and everyone in between.  one product is

used for many, many purposes.

this booklet includes some of the uses we have

come up with, but how does Dycem make your

life easier?

Jen Cave-Ayland, 

occupational Therapist

grips • holds • opens
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The dycem story

it all began in the 1960’s when David Cecil Mills, an innovative
consultant engineer working in Bristol, discovered a special
polymer with very high grip properties. 

the original products were non-slip trays and coat hangers,

which were sold in various niche retail outlets. 

the company’s original non-slip product line soon developed

into a large range of products addressing numerous types of

stabilization and gripping problems. Dycem was born… 

Dycem is now a long established British manufacturing 

company with a strong reputation for quality and reliability.

Dycem is internationally recognized under the iso 9001:2008

standard and is proud to have attained the iso 14001: 2015

environmental management standards. 

over the years Dycem has become the therapist’s choice

for non-slip solutions.
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Dycem is particularly helpful for

anyone with gripping difficulties

but we can all find uses for

Dycem around the home…

At home Care
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products shown on these pages are Jar opener & pad 
sets, Bottle openers, Coasters, pads and roll Material.

sometimes even the smallest of gadgets 

can be a big help especially if you have

arthritic hands. using Dycem non-slip Jar

and Bottle openers to help is a simple 

option. the Dycem non-slip material 

enables jars and bottles to be opened by

using less physical effort and therefore 

reducing the amount of pain caused. 

the openers are not only useful in the

kitchen, but also in the bathroom for 

pill bottles and cleaning materials.

Dycem openers were 

scored 10/10 in best 

opening gadgets in an 

independent survey by Yours Magazine.

10/10

I am very impressed with the ease at which

I can use the bottle opener. I get a lot of

pain in my hands and wrists but I found

the Dycem non-slip bottle openers easy to

use; In fact, I have several different kinds

and I found these the easiest to use. 

They are soft and flexible with superb grip,

which allows me to manoeuvre my palm

and fingers to the position that suits me.

Mrs G Stephenson, USA

“

“



At home Care
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products shown on these pages are pads, 
strips and roll Material.

Our Yellow Range

Color contrast is important for many partially
sighted people, as it helps to make items easier 
to see against work surfaces. 

placing a white bowl on a brightly colored 

Dycem pad will help make it easier to see as well

as making the bowl more stable.

our yellow range has been developed in 

conjunction with the rniB (uK foundation for 

the blind), www.rnib.org.uk

Dycem is the perfect solution

to my needs! I am permanently

in a wheelchair, and use a

tray with a bean-bag type

cushion to keep it on my lap.

If I don't keep my knees 

absolutely level, plates of

food slide to the floor. With

my Dycem, plates and even

cutlery stay securely on the

tray, no matter how much

the tray tilts.

Mervyn Keeble, USA

“

“



At home Care
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Dycem non-slip pads help

with a range of eating and

dining activities. they are

great for use in conjunction

with mixing bowls, chopping

boards and blenders. Dycem

products have built-in antimicrobial

silver additive.

products shown on these pages are pads.



Dycem roll material or netting

can be cut to the required size

and therefore used discreetly if

needed on furniture. there are 

a variety of color options to 

either contrast or blend in with

the furniture depending on the

individual’s need.  

Both the roll and netting can 

be repositioned and reused,

providing a cost effective 

solution to seating needs.

seating and positioning

12



using Dycem non-slip roll material beneath

feet and on seats will improve positioning

and posture when standing or sitting. 

it is also great for use on armrests to help

with altered tone and under   cushions and

pillows to stop sliding. 
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products shown on these pages non-slip rolls cut to size. 



seating and positioning
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Being able to sit comfortably is vitally

important for social, psychological and

physical reasons. Dycem can help in

achieving the optimum sitting position.

Jen Cave-Ayland, 

occupational Therapist
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products shown on these pages are self adhesive strips,
rolls and netting.

“ “



the correct technique when

going from sitting to standing or

vice versa is crucial when trying

to reduce the incidence of falls.

Dycem pads can be placed on the

floor by a chair or bed to prompt

the correct positioning of the feet.

Fall prevention

16

proDuCt

neW



Dycem non-slip floor pads provide a

surer footing for those who experience

weight transference and balance 

problems, either when pushing up 

from a seated position or lowering 

themselves down onto a seat. 

17

products shown on these pages are floor 
pads, nose over toes pads and super-grip tape.

proDuCt

neW
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every physical therapy department can

benefit from having stocks of Dycem in

their cupboard.  likewise, community 

therapists should never be without

some in their bag. Whatever the caseload

or setting, Dycem can help your clients

maximize their therapeutic potential

and ultimately their independence.

physical Therapy
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for gait re-education and balance 

activities, Dycem roll material and

pads can be used under hands, 

feet and knees. 

Dycem can also stabilize equipment 

or limbs in weight bearing exercise. 

products shown on these pages 
are pads and rolls.



physical Therapy
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as a physical therapist working within

the stroke setting i have used Dycem’s

non-slip products with great clinical 

effectiveness.

from dense hemiplegic strokes to mild

alterations in an individual’s strength or

grip, the Dycem non-slip products have

been functional to all my clients. 

Adam page, Chartered physical Therapist

21

products shown on these pages are rolls and pads.

“

“



physical Therapy
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products shown on these pages are 
pads, roll material and strips.

Dycem roll material can be cut to size

and be placed under pedal exercizers

to prevent movement. Dycem pads can

also be used for stability with parallel

bar exercize.



Dycem is great in the work 

environment.  it can be used to

reduce the physical demands of

a job and enable tasks to be

completed independently.

At Work

24



Dycem non-slip products can be used at work

and school to enable inclusion and maximize 

independence.  

the variety of colors available in the Dycem

range means that they can either be used 

discreetly or as a fun addition to the setting.

Dycem products can be used in a variety of

ways including;

4 securing paper and books while writing

4 preventing a computer keyboard from moving

4 Wrapping round pens or pencils for a built-up grip

25

products shown on these pages are pads and rolls.
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prodUCTs          

081173269          Dycem roll 8"X2 yds                                      •

081173277          Dycem roll 8"X2 yds                                            •

081202175          Dycem roll 8"X2 yds                                                          •

081173699          Dycem roll 8"X10 yds                                    •

081173707          Dycem roll 8"X10 yds                                           •

081202183          Dycem roll 8"X10 yds                                                        •

081306307          Dycem roll 8"X10 yds                                                               •

081533348          Dycem super Bulk roll 8"X16 yds                                    •

081533363          Dycem super Bulk roll 8"X16 yds                                           •

081533371          Dycem super Bulk roll 8"X16 yds                                                        •

081173020          Dycem roll 16"X2 yds                                    •

081173038          Dycem roll 16"X2 yds                                           •

081202167          Dycem roll 16"X2 yds                                                        •

081626969          Dycem roll 16"WX5.5 yds                              •

081626977          Dycem roll 16"WX5.5 yds                                    •

081626985          Dycem roll 16"WX5.5 yds                                                 •

081626993          Dycem Bulk roll 16"WX10 yds                                                                       •

081627009          Dycem Bulk roll 16"WX10 yds                                                                              •

081173731          Dycem Bulk roll 16"X10 yds                                  •

081173749          Dycem Bulk roll 16"X10 yds                                         •

081306349          Dycem Bulk roll 16"X10 yds                                                             •

081306356          Dycem Bulk roll 16"X10 yds                                                •

081306364          Dycem Bulk roll 16"X10 yds                                                      •

081606656          Dycem Bulk roll 16"X10 yds                           •

081410760          Dycem super Bulk roll 16"X16 yds                                  •

081410778          Dycem super Bulk roll 16"X16 yds                                         •

081410802          Dycem super Bulk roll 16"X16 yds                                                      •

Bulk rolls
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prodUCTs

081172949 Dycem self adhesive 16"X1 yds •

081172949 Dycem self adhesive 16"X1 yds •

081173822 Dycem netting 13 sq ft •

081173848 Dycem press sens strips 3 pack •

7100895 Dycem supergrip tape 2 pack •

7100893 Dycem supergrip tape 2 pack •

7100894 Dycem supergrip tape 2 pack •

self-adhesive & netting

product overview
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prodUCTs

081172683 Dycem pad, tex 10"X14"                                    •

081172691 Dycem pad, tex 10"X14"                                          •

081172774 Dycem pad 10" round                                 •

081172782 Dycem pad 10" round                                       •

081172840 Dycem pad 8" round                                   •

081172857 Dycem pad 8" round                                         •

081173764 Dycem pad, rd, tex 5 1/2"                                       •

081173780 Dycem pad, rd, tex 7 1/2"                                       •

081173798 Dycem pad, rd, tex 7 1/2"                                             •

081173806 Dycem pad, tex 10"X7 1/4"                                •

081173814 Dycem pad, tex 10"X7 1/4                                       •

081173855 Dycem activity pad 18X15                                       •

081202472 Dycem activity pad 18"X15"                                                      •

081202498 Dycem pad, tex 10"X7 1/4"                                            •

081202506 Dycem pad, tex 10"X14"                                                •

081202597 Dycem activity pad 18"X15"                                                •

081205830 Dycem pad 10" round                                                   •

081205848 Dycem pad 8" round                                                     •

081306273 Dycem pad, tex 10"X14"                                                      •

activity pads & placemats
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prodUCTs

081228824 Dycem floor Mat •

7100897 Dycem nose over toes Mat •

floor pads
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081173863 Dycem Jar opener •

081410745 grip it Bottle opener •

openers



Made in
england

grips • holds • opens

Dycem is a long established British manufacturing company

with a strong reputation for quality and reliability.

our mission is to provide unique, value added healthcare

products for our customers. our aim is to continuously

improve through innovation. 

4  Quality products since 1966

4  High performance, high grip products

4  unique non-slip grip holds up to 58 degree angles

4  trusted and proven products

Call: 1300 473 422    www.p       erformhealth.com.au


